
 
PHSE 
In PSHE we will be studying the topic touch. In this topic we will be covering 
the difference between appropriate and inappropriate touch. Children will 
know why it is important to care about other people’s feelings and understand 
personal boundaries. Children will also know who and how to ask for help and 
will be able to name human body parts.  
 
PE 
This half term Year 3 will be having PE on Mondays and Thursdays both 
outdoors. During the Monday PE session the children will be participating in 
lessons that teach your children about the basic skills of Tag Rugby. The 
children will learn how to catch and throw while both stationary and on the 
move as well as develop their skills of tagging and sidestepping. On the 
Thursday PE sessions the children will learn the basic and fundamental 
principles of invasion games such as possession and teamwork. They will learn 
how to pass, receive and travel with the ball using a variety of balls and 
techniques.  
 
Art 
 
Linked to our topic of scrumdiddlyumptious, we will be learning about how 
Andy Warhol used everyday food items to inspire his repeated image prints in 
order to make artwork accessible. We will be working the style of the artists 
who worked in the Pop Artist movement to create bright and bold repeated 
image prints, using a range of media and layering techniques. 
 
 
 Diary Dates 
 
1st July: Class Sports Days 
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Dear Parent/Carer, 
 
Welcome back, we hope that you have had an enjoyable half term break. This 
booklet is to inform you of what your child will be learning this half term.  
 
Mathematics 
 
In maths Year 3 will continue to secure their understanding of place value and 
the four operations: addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. They 
will then use this knowledge and apply it to real life problems. Children will 
also continue to learn their times tables.  
 
English  
 
This half term, we will be reading a super book “Charlie and the Chocolate 
Factory” by Roald Dahl as our class reader. We will also be using the beautiful 
picture book, “Flotsam” to inspire our writing. The children will be focussing 
on narrative this half term. In particular, they will be learning to use 
coordinating and subordinating conjunctions to join their sentences together, 
to punctuate direct speech and to use prepositions to include detail in their 
description and to engage the reader by creating vivid pictures through their 
use of words.  
 
Science 
 
The year 3 pupils will continue to learn about light this half term which will 
include: understanding the difference between opaque, translucent and 
transparent objects as well as how shadows are formed.  They will then apply 
this knowledge whilst carrying out an investigation into how and why shadows 
change shape. 
 
 
Geography 
 
Within Geography this half term pupils will be learning what food miles are in 
addition to the reasons behind transporting food globally.  This knowledge will 
be linked to their understanding of the continents, that has been previously 

taught in year 3 as well as developing their map skills.  These lessons will 
culminate in creating a presentation on a non-native food item, from crop to 
plate. 
 
Design Technology  
 
Our Design and Technology lessons this half term will incorporate: the 
importance of food hygiene, the safe practice of food preparation techniques 
(peeling, chopping, slicing, grating, mixing, spreading and kneading) as well as 
how to follow a recipe. 
 
Computing 
 
During computing lessons, pupils will be learning how and why data is used 
online.  They will then collect their own data and present it in a variety of 
ways, before analysing and drawing their own conclusions from what they 
have found out. 
 
French 
 
In French we will continue to develop the children’s basic vocabulary and 
practice this through questioning and simple conversation. We will continue to 
focus on recalling vocabulary, especially for the days of the week and the 
months of the year, greetings, numbers, colours and body parts.  
 
Music 
 
In music we will be singing and listening to songs about food. We will be using 
and making our own instruments to create sounds and singing songs related to 
the topic.  
 
 


